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typically used because of their ability to cancel
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180 degrees in phase. As a result, each

differential signal component generally includes
some amount of direct current (DC) as well as
noise. Therefore, to achieve a clean differential
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components that make up a differential signal.
One technique for isolating a differential signal
(e.g., a differential signal of a clock signal) is

referred to as differential sampling. In differential
sampling, a circuit (e.g., a circuit that is known to

be clean in the past) is used to isolate a
differential signal so that it can be sampled into a

data buffer. Noise that is associated with the
differential signal is normally filtered out and

canceled by the circuit, and as a result, it can be
sampled into the data buffer. While differential
sampling eliminates the need for an additional
circuit that is needed to isolate the differential

signal, the differential sampling circuit still
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